
Maths Planning and Ideas 

Week commencing 02.11.2020 

Reception: RP and RB 

Use attached PowerPoint for this week 

Skill for this week: 1-1 counting and understanding that the last number you count is the amount in the group  

  

Monday 

 

 

Tuesday 

 

Wednesday 

 

Thursday 

 

Friday 

 

Area of 

Learning 

 

LC: Can you recognise 

number 1?  

 

Can you find 1 more than a 

number to 5? 

Can you find 1 less than a 

number to 5? 

LC: can you recognise a 

circle and a sphere? 

Can you describe how a 

circle has 1 curved side? 

LC: Can you recognise a 

sphere? 

Can you describe how a 

sphere has 1 curved face? 

 

 

Activity 

 

Use attached PowerPoint: 

 

Explain to children that they 

are going to be learning to 

write the number 1. Watch 

Number blocks episode 1. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/s

earch?q=Number+Blocks+Ep

+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&

mid=D288921B63F0C273623

3D288921B63F0C2736233&&

FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvid

eos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumb

er%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26F

ORM%3DVDMHRS 

 

Discuss 1 and how it is written. 

Can children find 1 of different 

things around the house? 

Use attached PowerPoint: 

 

Find 1 more than a number to 5. 

 

Get some objects and put them in 

a bowl. Talk about finding 1 more 

and how they need put another 1 

into the bowl. How many are 

there now? Repeat with different 

amounts. 

Use attached PowerPoint: 

 

Find 1 less than a number to 5. 

 

Get some objects and put 

them in a bowl. Talk about 

finding 1 less and how they 

need to take away 1. How 

many are left? Repeat with 

different amounts. 

 

Use attached PowerPoint: 

 

Look at circles and name 

them. Explain that they have 1 

curved side all the way round.  

 

See if you can find circles 

around the house. 

 

 

Use attached PowerPoint: 

 

Introduce a sphere. Name and 

discuss how it has 1 curved 

face.  

 

Can you find any examples in 

the house? 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Number+Blocks+Ep+1&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=D288921B63F0C2736233D288921B63F0C2736233&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3DNumber%2BBlocks%2BEp%2B1%26FORM%3DVDMHRS

